BUYING GUIDE

KNOXHULT
Kitchen series
CARE

Wipe the cabinets clean with a
damp cloth. Wipe dry with a
clean cloth.

SAFETY

Secure It! Prevent tip-over
injury. Furniture with included
restraints must be secured to
the wall according to the
assembly instructions.
Different wall materials require
different types of hardware. Use
hardware suitable for the walls in
your home, sold separately.

GOOD TO KNOW

The hinges are adjustable
vertically, horizontally and in
depth; makes it easier to mount
the door in an exact position. The
doors can be mounted left or
right. The legs are adjustable to
make the frame stand steady on
uneven surfaces.

Complete kitchen cabinets with a low price Are you looking for a simple
kitchen with both quality and a low price? KNOXHULT kitchen series includes
seven complete cabinets with doors, drawers and shelves. All base and wall
cabinets have a scratch-resistant, easy-to-clean foil surface both inside and
out. And the work area has a depth of 24". Combine KNOXHULT kitchen with
appliances. Complement with a sink and kitchen faucet – and with knobs and
handles, too, of course.

A high standard of accuracy has been sought in the preparation of this buying guide. We apologize
for, but will not be bound by or responsible for, errors and omissions in this buying guide.
Not all products may be available in all stores. See what is available at your local store by visiting
IKEA-USA.com/stockavailability. For more detailed product information, see the price tag or visit
IKEA-USA.com. All products shown require assembly.

COMPLETE KITCHENS
For suggested appliances, please see the All Parts and Prices
list on page 3. KNOXHULT kitchen system can also
be combined with all other appliances in the IKEA range. See
the Appliance guide in your local IKEA store or online.

The KNOXHULT kitchens are complete with
countertop, shelves, drawers, hinges, toekick, sink,
sink strainer/stopper and faucet. Just complement
with knobs, handles and appliances, sold separately.

Total price
Gray

592.477.97

$829.98

White

292.477.94

$704.98

Parts included in this combination
FYNDIG Inset sink, 1-bowl with drainboard, 27½×19⅝"

1 pc

LAGAN Faucet

1 pc

LILLVIKEN Sink strainer with stopper

1 pc

KNOXHULT Wall cabinet with doors, 15×12×30"

2 pcs

KNOXHULT Wall cabinet with doors, 24×12×30"

2 pcs

KNOXHULT Wall cabinet with doors, 30×12×12½"

1 pc

KNOXHULT Base cabinet with doors and drawer, 72×24×36"

1 pc

KNOXHULT Corner base cabinet, 44×24×36"

1 pc

KNOXHULT Base cabinet with drawers, 15×24×36"

1 pc

Overall size: W147×D61×H90".
Total price
Gray

792.477.96

$611.98

White

492.477.93

$526.98

Parts included in this combination
FYNDIG Inset sink, 1-bowl with drainboard, 27½×19⅝"

1 pc

LAGAN Faucet

1 pc

LILLVIKEN Sink strainer with stopper

1 pc

KNOXHULT Wall cabinet with doors, 30×12×12½"

1 pc

KNOXHULT Wall cabinet with doors, 15×12×30"

3 pcs

KNOXHULT Base cabinet with drawers, 15×24×36"

1 pc

KNOXHULT Base cabinet with doors and drawer, 72×24×36"

1 pc

Overall size: W147×D24×H86".
Total price
Gray

392.477.98

$517.98

White

992.477.95

$437.98

Parts included in this combination

Overall size: W93×D24×H86".
2

FYNDIG Inset sink, 1-bowl with drainboard, 27½×19⅝"

1 pc

LAGAN Faucet

1 pc

LILLVIKEN Sink strainer with stopper

1 pc

KNOXHULT Wall cabinet with doors, 30×12×12½"

1 pc

KNOXHULT Wall cabinet with doors, 24×12×30"

1 pc

KNOXHULT Base cabinet with doors and drawer, 48×24×36"

1 pc

KNOXHULT Base cabinet with drawers, 15×24×36"

1 pc

KNOXHULT Wall cabinet with doors, 15×12×30"

1 pc

ALL PARTS AND PRICES

The kitchen cabinet frames are made of ⅝" thick
particleboard with doors and fronts in white and gray
polypropylene foil finish. The gray and white kitchens
include an oak laminate countertop. The cabinets are

complete with countertop, shelves, drawers, hinges and
toekick included. Just complement with appliances, a sink,
a kitchen faucet and knobs and handles, and you have a
complete kitchen.

KNOXHULT Base cabinet with doors and drawer You
can install a sink and also customize your storage with two
adjustable shelves. The frame and fronts are coated with
foil which gives a scratch-resistant surface that is easy
to keep clean. You can easily mount the door front in the
right position, because the hinges are adjustable in height,
depth and width. Stands steady on uneven floors because
it has adjustable feet. Drawer with stop. The countertop
has a overhang of approx ⅜" on each side. W48×D24×H36".
Gray

803.722.61

$159

White

603.722.62

$129

KNOXHULT Wall cabinet with door You can
customize your storage with the adjustable shelf.
The door is covered with foil, which provides a
scratch-resistant surface. The door can be mounted
to open from the left or right. W15×D12×H30".
Gray

703.722.66

$49

White

903.722.65

$39

KNOXHULT Wall cabinet with door You can
customize your storage with the adjustable shelf.
The door is covered with foil, which provides a
scratch-resistant surface. W24×D12×H30". Door
can be mounted to left or right.

KNOXHULT Base cabinet with doors and drawer You
can install a sink and also customize your storage with two
adjustable shelves. The frame and fronts are coated with
foil which gives a scratch-resistant surface that is easy
to keep clean. You can easily mount the door front in the
right position, because the hinges are adjustable in height,
depth and width. Stands steady on uneven floors because
it has adjustable feet. The countertop has a overhang of
approx ⅜" on each side. Can also be used with a built-in
cooktop and/or built-in oven. W72×D24×H36".

Gray

303.722.68

$64

White

503.722.67

$49

KNOXHULT Wall cabinet with doors You can
customize your storage with two adjustable shelves. The
doors are covered with foil, which provides a scratchresistant surface. W30×D12×H12½".

Gray

203.722.59

$219

Gray

903.722.70

$39

White

003.722.60

$189

White

103.722.69

$34

KNOXHULT Base cabinet with drawers Drawer with stop.
Drawer fronts are covered with foil, which gives a scratchresistant finish. Stands steady on uneven floors because it
has adjustable feet. W15×D24×H36".
Gray

203.722.64

$139

White

403.722.63

$119

FYNDIG Sink bowl Sink in stainless steel, a hygienic,
strong and durable material that’s easy to keep clean.
Sound absorbing material. Fits cabinet frames min. 19⅝"
wide. To be completed with LILLVIKEN sink strainer with
stopper. W27½×D19⅝".
Stainless steel

KNOXHULT Corner base cabinet The frame and fronts are
coated with foil which gives a scratch-resistant surface that
is easy to keep clean. You can easily mount the door front
in the right position, because the hinges are adjustable in
height, depth and width. Stands steady on uneven floors
because it has adjustable feet. Drawer with stop. The
countertop has a overhang of approx ⅜" on each side.
W44×D24×H36".
Gray

503.722.72

$139

White

703.722.71

$119

$39.99

702.021.27

LAGAN Kitchen faucet Single lever. Swivel spout 360°.
H6¼".
Chrome-plated

700.850.29

$19.99

LILLVIKEN Sink strainer with stopper
503.254.26

$8

APPLIANCES
LAGAN Range with glass ceramic top
Five cooking levels. Child lock. Installation should be made
by professionals. Capacity: 4.8 cu.ft. W29⅞×D27½×H46⅞".
White

901.822.51

LAGAN Top mounted refrigerator Energy star
qualified. LED lighting. 10/4 cu.ft. W28×D29⅞×62⅞".

$495

White

LAGAN Extractor fan
For outdoor venting only. Two speeds. 190 CFM.
4.5 sones/noise level: 62.1 db. W29⅞×D18⅝×H4⅞".
White

202.225.33

$49
3

603.779.24

$549

SERVICES
IKEA products are designed to be taken home and assembled by you. That way, you’ll save the most money. But if you would like some
help, we can offer a range of services. Assembly and delivery services fulfilled by an Independent Service Provider.
Contact your local IKEA store or visit the IKEA website for details: IKEA-USA.com/services

DELIVERY SERVICE

PICKING WITH
DELIVERY SERVICE

Most of our products are designed and
packaged so that you can take them
home yourself. If you prefer, we can
arrange for delivery of your purchases
directly to your home or business. Same
day, next day or same week deliveries
are available. We can also arrange for
delivery at a later date if you would like.

We’ll collect the products on your
shopping list from throughout the
store and arrange to have everything
delivered to your home or office.
See an IKEA co-worker and tell them
what you’re looking for and they will
book and print your items on a
customer order. Take this order to
the check-outs and pay for your
purchases both goods and services. And
you’re on your way!

Services and prices may vary, please see IKEA-USA.com/services or talk to us in your local IKEA store.
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